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Forward-Looking Statements
This communication contains certain statements that are neither reported financial results nor other historical information and other statements concerning Gemalto (the "Company"). These statements include financial projections and estimates and their underlying assumptions, statements regarding plans, objectives and expectations with respect to future operations, events, products and services and future performance. Forward-looking statements are generally identified by the words "expects", "anticipates", "believes", "intends", "estimates" and similar expressions. These and other information and statements contained in this communication constitute forward-looking statements for purposes of applicable securities laws. Although management of the Company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, investors and security holders are cautioned that forward-looking information and statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond the control of the Company, that could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those expressed in, or implied or projected by, the forward-looking information and statements, and the Company cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those estimated by the forward-looking statements contained in this communication include, but are not limited to: the ability of the Company to integrate acquired businesses or companies according to expectations; the ability of the Company to achieve the related synergies; trends in wireless communication and mobile commerce markets; the Company's ability to develop new technology and the effects of competing technologies developed and expected intense competition generally in the Company’s main markets; profitability of expansion strategy; challenges to or loss of intellectual property rights; ability to establish and maintain strategic relationships in their major businesses; ability to develop and take advantage of new software and services; the effect of any future acquisitions and investments on the Company’s share prices; and changes in global, political, economic, business, competitive, market and regulatory forces. Moreover, neither the Company nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of such forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this communication speak only as of the date of this communication and the Company is under no duty, and do not undertake, to update any of the forward-looking statements after this date to conform such statements to actual results, to reflect the occurrence of anticipated results or otherwise.
概览

Olivier Piou, CEO

财务结果

向前迈进
Third quarter 2010 highlights

- Q3 revenue expands by 25% to €500 million
- Growth acceleration results in 10% year-to-date revenue increase at constant rate
- Double digit growth in all segments
- Machine-to-Machine customers reacting positively to Cinterion acquisition
- Continued progress integrating acquisitions
Overview

Financial Results

Jacques Tierny, CFO

Moving Forward
Strong performance in all segments in Q3

Mobile Communication

- Software and services revenue more than doubled
- Traditional SIM cards revenue slightly down
- Continued growth in emerging innovative personal connected devices such as mobile TV

Machine-to-Machine

(2 months)

- Segment essentially corresponds to Cinterion wireless module business augmented by Gemalto’s M1M products and M2M solutions
- Integration of Cinterion is progressing well
- Solid growth driven by deployment of automotive and industrial M2M applications

(1) when comparing with the same 2-month period of 2009 at constant exchange rates
Strong performance in all segments in Q3

Secure Transactions

- Revenue €119m
- YoY +11%
- YTD +3%

- Solid growth driven by worldwide EMV migration
- Beyond the favorable comparison basis, there was continued impact from the UK triennial trough and the shift to standard mailing.
- Mix continues to improve with adoption of dual interface contactless and more secure DDA payment cards

Security

- Revenue €83m
- YoY +57%
- YTD +31%

- 27% revenue growth in Government programs driven by strong demand in North America and emerging markets
- Identity and Access Management expands by 63%, boosted by successful integration of acquired businesses
- Patent revenue above expectations at €11m

All variations are comparing 2010 revenue to 2009 revenue restated from the JV revenue, and at constant exchange rates.
Others

Public Telephony continued to decline, as usage is substituted by mobile telephony.

Strategic alliance forged with VeriFone
- Facilitating EMV payment adoption
- Exclusive discussion to acquire POS
- M2M technology partnership

All variations are comparing 2010 revenue to 2009 revenue at constant exchange rates.
Moving forward
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Outlook

Our business has strong fundamentals and prospects. We continue our mission to provide trust and convenience to the wireless and digital world. In 2010 we are focused on growth, actively promoting our expanded product portfolio and delivering more software and services to our customers, in order to further increase our profit, on our way to achieving the objective we have set for ourselves of €300 million profit from operations in 2013.
Moving ahead on our roadmap

- On target for over 1 billion euros in revenue in second half
  - Fall through effect should benefit from record H2 revenue

- Market drivers in every segment are well oriented toward our 2013 target
  - Mobile Com: mobile lifestyle, migration to LTE, new types of consumer devices
  - M2M: growing customer confidence in M2M benefits
  - Secure Transactions: worldwide EMV migration and upgrade to dual interface contactless cards
  - Security: Cloud computing and e-Banking drive requirement for strong online authentication; More governments are confident in issuing e-documents for security and improved efficiency

- Integration of acquired companies is moving fast and resulting in new offers that drive growth
World Leader in Digital Security
Markets in Strong Development
Unique Technology Portfolio
Blue Chip Customers
Large Free Float and Robust Financials
A Business Model with Strong Leverage on Growth
Gemalto third quarter 2010 revenue - Q&A Session

Questions will be taken by way of conference call, by dialing

(FR) +33 1 72 00 13 68
(UK) +44 203 367 9456
(US) +1 866 907 5925
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